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Cute-paint Flooring Desktop Computer Ironwood Chair

Outdoor Bath Changing Room Bathroom Sink

Studio Spotlight Dj's Turntable Lcd Tv (20 In.)

Silver Mic Amp

 
Here we present 3 amazing public areas designs featuring a clothing store, a Japanese public spa
room with a hot spring, and a nightclub with DJ, which will help you get great ideas for building your
house in Animal Crossing New Horizons! Cloth Shop - This spacious retro autumn color tailor shop
was created by Brown-brick Wall and Cute-paint Flooring. There is no complicated decoration, but all
kinds of ACNH clothes such as dresses, pants, hats, suits, bags are hung on the wall in an orderly
manner, and Den Desk is placed on the Black Wooden-deck Rugs in the middle of the room as a
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cash register, and Ironwood Chairs are at both ends for customers to rest. Japanese style public spa
room - This comfortable Japanese style sauna room uses a retro Harmonious Wall with a built-in
Gray Outdoor Bath, and a whole row of Changing Rooms and Bathroom Sinks are placed on one
side of the room, which is very harmonious and functional. Private cinema - This design Jedi will
inspire players who want to create a private cinema or DJ leisure place. Dj's Turntable, Studio
Spotlight, Silver Mic, Amp, Lcd Tv (50 In.) are harmoniously placed in a dimly lit room.
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